
 

28mm Escape Pod 

B28-SF-505 
 

Please read these instructions fully before starting construction. 

PVA or equivalent glue will be required to stick sections together. 

Sand paper can be used to gently clean any joints. 

A sharp modelling knife will be required to remove sections from the sprue. Please use knives with due care and 

remember to cut away from yourself at all times. 

During the construction of this model, you may find it convenient to use pegs / elastic bands to hold pieces in 

place while you allow glue to dry. 

 

 
Take the support struts, nose section and support ring 

from the sprue. 
 

 
Attach a support strut to the nose section as shown 

above. 
 

 
Add each strut in turn, Slide the support ring into the 

notches to help hold them in place. 
 

 
The main engine nozzle is formed from the pieces 

shown above. 

 
Glue the two “V” shapes together. 

 
Ignore the three largest rings for the moment and 
slide the next one into position. There is a notch 

inside each ring to help align it. 
 

 
Add the next three rings. 

 
Glue this to the two octagon pieces as shown. 



 
Add the three largest rings. Leave to dry. 

 

 
Glue the nozzle assembly to the support struts. 

 
Each side of the pos is formed from the pieces shown 

above. 
Remove the door pieces from their frames. 

 

 
Glue the long side panels into place, alternating 

them around the pod. 

 
Add the shorter panels as shown. 

 

 
Take the doors and window pieces. 

 
Insert the doors, followed by the windows. 

 

 
The thruster nozzles are formed from the pieces 
shown at the top. Glue together as shown at the 

bottom. 

 
The noze armour is formed from the two pieces at the 

top. Glue together a shown. 

 
The solar panels can be created using either of the 

two connectors at the top. 



 
The “bent” connectors allow the panel to be in “flight” 

position. 
 

 
The straight connectors put the panel in a flatter 

“docked” position. 

 
The pieces ready for painting. 

 

 
The pieces after basic painting. 

 
Attach each piece of nose armour in turn. 

 
The nose armour pieces in position. 

 

 
Glue the thrusters into place. 

 
Attach the solar panels using the desired 

connectors. 

 
The finished model. 

 

  



Painting 

 

We suggest you paint your model in sub-assembies 

 

Once the sections of the model had been assembled we strayed the 

main pod and nose armour sections white (car undercoat spray) 

and the nozzles and solar panel sections black (car undercoat 

spray). 

 

Any bare metal sections on the “white” pieces were painted black 

(model paint).  

 

All black “bare metal” sections and the solar panels were then dry 

brushed with a silver colour (DIY / Household Emulsion). 

 

Detail areas were painted red (DIY / Household emulsion paint). 

 

 

After final assembly, any points that needed tidying up were 

overpainted with the appropriate colour. 

 

The solar panels had a drybrush of sky blue added along with a white 

edge stripe. 


